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The purpose of this paper is to deepen our understanding of toposes as
generalized spaces. We prove that for any Grothendieck
topos 8 there
exists a space X and a collection P of paths in X so that 6 is equivalent
to the category of sheaves on X which are constant along the paths in P.
Furthermore,
by taking homotopy classes of paths in P we obtain a continuous groupoid G 3 X so that the sheaves on X which are acted upon
by G are exactly those sheaves which are constant along the paths in P. As
a consequence, we thus deduce one of the main results proved in [JTJ,
showing that any topos can be described as the category of equivariant
sheaves for some continuous groupoid. Our construction has the following
additional properties. The covering map cp: X-+ 6 is connected and locally
connected, and tiberwise contractible. This implies that cp induces a full
embedding of A into the category of sheaves on A~ which preserves
exponentials, in addition to tirst order logic. Moreover, it implies that cp
induces an isomorphism
between the (etale) cohomology groups of the
topos 8 and the cohomology of the space X; this last aspect will be
discussed in a different paper.

1. CONTRACTIBLE ENUMERATION SPACES
In this section we will consider the construction of a space E(S) from an
object S in some Grothendieck
topos 8. The points of E(S) will be the
infinite-to-one
partial enumerations
of S, i.e., functions C-I:Zi --f S where
UC N and a-‘(s)
is infinite for every SE S. If S is uncountable, there
* Supported

by a Huygens

Fellowship

of the Z.W.0
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clearly cannot be any such points. Therefore we will define E(S) as a space
in the generalized senseof [JT, Sect. IV]. That is, E(S) is defined in terms
of its lattice of open sets. In describing the construction, we will abuse the
notation and act as if A is the category of sets; this is justified as long as
we use constructive and explicit arguments only, as is shown. e.g.. in [BJ].
Let S be a “set.” We define a space E(S) by specifying a poset P
equipped with a stable covering system (a Grothendieck topology): the
elements of P are functions

u: K-t s.
where K is a finite subset (li,. .... k,,) of N, and where

i.e., ~6 u if and only if, for all tz E N, if L’(II) is defined so is I,
and
~401) = P()z). P has a largest element 4, and “compatible”
meets exist:
II A L’= u u 1’if the latter is a well-defined function. For a given t’ E P. there
are covering families of t’, one family
‘6,,,,,( t?)= { .YE P /.Y< u & 3n13 II x( 111)
= s)

(0

for each N E N and each SE S. This defines a presentation (P, C:) of the
space E(S). We write (“(E(S)) for the lattice of opens of E(S). So the
elements of P( E(S)) are subsets Li of P such that (i) u 6 I‘ E 0’ implies II E Li.
and (ii) if U;,,,(U) E U for some II and ,I’, then L‘E U. C’,,will denote the basic
open corresponding to u E P’: P’,,= (I’ / L’6 II ). Clearly the construction of
(P, %) is preserved by inverse image functors. so we have the following
stability lemma.

Here p* denotes the functor from spacesin 8 to spacesin 3 given by
pullback along p. More precisely, if A’ is a space in 8 and 8[X] is the
category of sheaves on A’ in 8, there is a canonical geometric morphism
‘p.,.: 8[.Y] --f 8, and a pullback of toposes [JT, Sect. VI. 1]
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The next proposition says that the points of E(S) are indeed the partial
rx: - 1 enumerations. If N 2 U 5 S is an cx:- 1 enumeration, i.e.,
V’sV’n3m 3 n cc(m)= s, we use the notation

1.2. PROPOSITION. Let S be an object of a topos 6. The 6-topos &[E(S)]
classifies partial x - 1 enumerations of S; i.e., jbr any 8-topos 9 +p 8
there is a natural equivalence between geometric morphisms9 -+I 8[E(S)]
over 6 and partial xt - 1 enumerations N “’
p*S in 9.
ProojI

By Lemma 1.1 we have a pullback diagram of toposes
.S[E(p*S)]

ECE(s,l

w

I
3

f

I
8,

so geometric morphisms 9 +’ &[E(S)] over d correspond to sections of
9[E( p*S)] + 5, i.e., to points of E( p*S) in 9. Therefore (replacing 9
by 8) it is enough to show that points of E(S) are the same as cc - 1 partial enumerations of S in 8. Using set-theoretic language, a point of E(S)
is described in terms of the presentation (5’, %) by a subsetFG P such that
(l)-(3) hold:
(1)

~EF;u>uEF=>MEF

(2)

~,L’EF~~~EF(u’~u&~~‘~u)

(3)

VEF~~~E~~,,(U).YEF

(any n,~).

GivensuchanF,letU=(nl3vEFnEdom(u)},andleta:U~Sbedefined
by
a(n) = s

iff

3u~Fo(n)=s.

CYis well-defined by (2) and V’sVn 3m 3 PI cc(m)=s by (1) and (3).
Conversely, given an a - 1 partial enumeration ~1, one defines FE [FD
satisfying (l))(3) by F= ‘,u~Plu~cr}.
[
Let X be a space (in a topos a), and let X’ +E XxX be the map given
by evaluation at the endpoints, where I= [0, 1] in the unit interval (constructed as a generalized space in the topos 8). A’ is called contractible if
X + I is a surjection and E has a section H: Xx X+ X’; X is called locally
corztractible if it possessesa basis of contractible open subspaces.Notice
that if X has a point x0, H(.u,, - ) defines a contraction of X into x0. Thus
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the existence of such a section H can be interpreted as a contraction of X
into a “variable” base point, even though X may not have any points.

of

1.3. THEOREM.
tyti - 1 partial

Let S he at1 object ofa
etw~~eratiom
described

topos A, md let E(S) he tile spucr
uhoce. E(S) is contrmtihk
and

locall~~ contractible.
Proof
We will explicitly describe a section H: E(S) x E(S) + E(S)’ and
it will be clear that H maps V,, x V,, into L’f, for any basic open V,, (II E P ).
H will be defined in point-set terms. Or more precisely, we will define a
natural transformation
Hy : Cts( Y, E(S) x E(S))

--f Cts( Y, E(S)‘)

which is natural in the parameter space Y. Given such a Y, a map of spaces
Y + E(S) x E(S) in 8 can be viewed as a pair of points (3, p) of E(S) in
B[ Y] (here we identify S with the object v:,(S) of 8[Y],
where
cpy: ti [ Y] + B’ is the canonical geometric morphism). The map H ,(c(, /I):
Y -+ E(S)‘, to be defined, is a path in the space E(S) from x to p,
constructed in 6°C Y] as follows. Work inside R[ Y] and fix a sequence of
rationals
O<Pll<P,

<

converging to 1 (p, = 1 - 2 ” + ‘) say). The easiest way is to describe the
path
H,.(cr, /3,: I-+ E(S)

in point-set notation

by

H,.(r, /j)(O)=a,
r(n 1
H,(z,

B)(t)(n)

=

B(n)

i

{cc(n)\r(rl)=/3(n):

if
if
if

t<p,
t >pII

o<t<1,

t =p,l

Hy(a, /?I( 1) = fl.
In other words, y(t)= Hy(rr, b)(t) is the enumeration CI for 0~ t <pO; at
y(t)(O) is defined only if cc(O)=p(O), and for pO< t, y(t)(O)=/?(O)
while l)(t) equals E at larger arguments; at t =p,, y( t)( 1 ) is defined only if
a( 1) = b( 1 ), etc. This describes a well-defined map of spaces I+ E(S) in
t=pO,

an

I
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2. SPATIAL

COVERS HAVING

CONTRACTIBLE

FIBERS

We will prove the following result.
2.1. THEOREM.
For an?’ topos 6 over the base topos 9 there exists u
spaceX, (in .V) and u connected, locall~~connected geometric morphism

x, -5 8.

(1)

Moreover. X8 is contractible as a space over W. (X, in (1 ) standsfor the
categor?’ .V-[ x’, ] qf‘ sheaveson X, )
Rephrasing what it means for a geometric morphism to be connected
and locally connected, we obtain
2.2. COROLLARY.
For any topos 8 there esists a,functor (p* ,frorn cf” into
the categoty’ sf’ shaveson a space X, such that
(i) cp* bus both a kft- and a right-adjoint (so ‘p* preserves all limits
and colirtiits ).
(ii)

cp* is .fitll anrl,fhithjid.

(iii ) cp* preserves l7:fitnctors; or equivalentl?), the inducedjitnctor
q*fE: 6/E+

sheaves(X,)/cp*(E)

preserves esponentials,jor every E E8.
In other words, 8 is fully embedded as a locally Cartesianclosed category
into a category of sheaves on a space. Notice that this gives many
embedding theorems for small categories @, by equipping @with a suitable
topology and applying the embedding ‘p* above to the case8 = Sh(@), and
composing with the Yoneda embedding followed by sheafification:
@

yl’

SetsPa

”

~

Sh(@,=t:

c

S/2(X,).

For example, if @ is a Cartesian closed category, there exists a full
embedding of @ into a category of sheaveson a space which preserves finite
limits, stable effective epimorphisms. and exponentials. We leave the
statement of similar embedding theorems for regular categories, small
pretoposes, small elementary toposes, etc., to the reader.
ln the proof of 2.1, X, will be the space defined by X, = M[E(S)], for
a suitable object S of t” (recall that X, also stands for the topos of sheaves
on A’,), and cp:X8 + G will correspond to the canonical geometric
morphism &[E(S)] + 8. So E(S) can be thought of as the fiber of cp,
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explaining the title of the section. E(S) is a contractible and locally contractible space by 1.3, and E(S) is an open surjective space since every
cover gn,,([j) in the presentation (P, ‘6) is inhabited [JT, Sect. VII.21. It
follows that E(S) is connected and locally connected. (This is also easy to
see directly, though: Since P has a terminal object, it is enough to show
that for any II E P and any cover R of U. R is inhabited and moreover any
two c, 11’~ R can be connected by a chain r= o(,. P, , .... I‘,, = \i‘ in R such
that Vi < rz3.v E P (.Y < 11,& .Y d I’, + , ). But consider a cover R = %,,,,,(u)~and
pick L’, 11’~R. Let k >O be so large that dam(r) and dom( ,\‘) are contained
in lo,..., k - 11.. Then define a chain P,,= P, 11,= II u (k, s), r1 = II’, and
observe that ~u(X,s)<a,
and P,, while u~u(k,.s)<r,,
L’?.)
We wish to emphasize that Theorem 2.1 expressesonly a small portion
of the nice properties of the geometric morphism cp:‘71,+ 6. For instance,
contractibility of the fibers of cpalso implies that the image of (p* is closed
under “locally isomorphic to,” and that if Q*(S) is locally isomorphic to
cp*(7’) then S is locally isomorphic to T, for any objects S and T. It follows
that q induces an isomorphism between the fundamental groups of X, and
6. More generally, it can be shown that cp induces isomorphisms in
cohomology and in etale homotopy. Details of this will appear in a sequel
to this paper [JM].
To prove Theorem 2.1, we use the following lemma, which is analogous
to [JT, Sect. VII.31. Here S[U] is the object classifier.
:Y[ U] = Sets’,
where [F is the category of finite sets.
2.3. LEMMA.
Let S[ U] hc~the object classfier, +t,ithgeneric object [I, and
/et E(U) be the associatedspace in :f [ G] of partiai ,x ~ 1 Pnumrrtrtions,
Then Y[ U] [E(U)] is (I spatial topos.
Proof Y[ U] [E( U) J classifies equivalence relations on subsets of k4,
with infinite equivalence classes.This corresponds to the geometric theory
given by propositional letters p,l,m (n, m 3 O), which express that rz and 172
belong to the same equivalence class. So the axioms are
(1 1 Pn.m+-- Pm.n
(2)

P,,,,,, +- P,,.,,

(3)
(4)

Pn,m.Pm.h+ P”.k
P17.m
k- Vk>rnP,,.k.

Any classifying topos for a propositional geometric theory is spatial. 1
Now let GE d be an object whose subobjects generate (such a G always
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exists, e.g., Llc, ce( C), where @ is a site for 6 and E: @ -+ 8 is the Yoneda
embedding followed by shealification). Then the geometric morphism
g:d+Y[U]
which classifies G (i.e., g*Uz
square (Lemma 1.1)

G) is clearly spatial. Consider the pullback

Since g is spatial, so is 2; hence since 9[U][E(
U)] is spatial by 2.3, so is
E[E(G)]. This means that there exists a space X, (in the base 9’) such that
we have an equivalence of toposes sheaves (X,) ‘v &[E(G)]. X, thus comes
equipped with a geometric morphism
cp:X8 4 8, corresponding
to
(PEIGI.. &[E(G)] -+ d under the equivalence. That cp is connected and
locally cormected now follows from the fact that E(G) is a connected and
locally connected space in 8, as we pointed out above. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.1.
3. SHEAVESWHICH ARE CONSTANTALONG SOMEPATHS

Let X be a space. A class 0Jcpath.s is a subspace PC X’, where I is the
unit interval. Given a class of paths P, there are maps

where n is the projection and e is the restriction of the evaluation map
X’x I -+ X. A sheaf E on X is said to be comtant along the paths in P if
there exists a sheaf T on 1’ and an isomorphism x*(T) ze*(E). We write
SfdX, f’)
for the category of sheaves on X which are constant along the paths in P;
it is a full subcategory of the category S%(X) of all sheaves on X. We wilI
prove:
3.1. THEOREM. For any topos d there exists a .space X and a class oj
paths P c X’ such that 6 is equivalent to the category qf sheaves on X which
are constant along paths in P:
6’ N Sh(X,

P).
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The space X for which we will prove this theorem is the space X,
constructed in the previous section, and P is defined by the pullback

where A + 8’ is the transposed of the projection
and I also denote the toposes of sheaves Y [X,]
a subspace of Xi, by the following lemma.

8 x I + 8 (as before, X,
and .Y’[I] ). P is indeed

3.2. LEMMA.
The “constant path” geometric morphism 6 -+ R’, transposed to the projection, is an inclusion qf toposes.
Proof: Suppose t? classifies a geometric theory T, which we may assume
to be single-sorted. Then 8’ classifies the theory T’ of sheaves of T-models
on the unit interval. Let M -+ I be the generic model in 8’ (so p is a local
homeomorphism,
and the codomain of p is the internal unit interval in 8’).
Add to T’ the axiom that the canonical map M-+ n,(M) x I is an
isomorphism. The resulting topos is a subtopos of 6’. which is clearly
equivalent to t” itself. 1

Another description of P is provided by the following lemma.
3.3. LEMMA.
Let 8 he a topos, let 7: 8 -+ Y be the canonical geometric
morphism into the base, let Y he a spacein 8, and let K he an exponentiahle
space in Y (e.g., K is compact regular, cf. [JJ]). Then the following diagram
is a pullback of toposes:
(q

y.;"")]

-

d[Y]”
d
I

I
8

-d

(2)

eh'
8,

where cp:a[ Y] + (1;”is the canonical geometric morphism, A -+ &” is transposed to the projection, and Yy#(K’ IS the exponential of spacesin 6.
Proof: This is a completely
elementary diagram chase argument,
based on the (bicategorical)
universal properties of exponentials and
pullbacks.
1
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose F is a sheaf on X, which is constant
along the paths in P. By construction of X,, F corresponds to an object
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(also called F) of & [E(G)], i.e., F can be viewed as a sheaf on the enumeration space E(G) inside A. By 3.3
P= &[E(G)‘]
so that if F is constant along the paths in P, then F is constant along czll
the paths in E(G), when viewed as a sheaf on E(G) inside 6, but E(G) is
a contractible space, i.e., evaluation at the endpoints E(G)‘-+ E(G) x E(G)
has a section, as proved in Section 1. It follows that the restriction map
E(G)*’ + E(G)‘” also has a section, where A is the standard 2-simplex and
?A is its boundary (simply view A as the cone on (?A). To complete the
proof, we now apply the following lemma to the case Y= E(G).
1
3.4. LEMMA.
Let Y be a connected, locall}) connected space (in a topos
8). Suppose Y is sinzplj- connected itz the sense that the restriction map
Y’ + Y”,’ is a stable surjection. If F is a sheyf on Y wshich is constant along
all paths ill Y, then F is constant.
Pro@: Let F be a sheaf on Y, viewed as an etale space F +” Y, by the
descent theorem [JT, M] it is enough to produce an equivalence relation
RcFxFsuch
that
“‘F

R

1P

P*P

I
YxY”‘Y

(3)

is a pullback. Moreover, F is locally connected since Y is, so by writing F
as the sum of its connected components, it suffices to consider the case
where F is connected. We claim that in this case we may take R = Fx Fin
(3), i.e., we claim that
Ixp:FxF+FxY

(4)

is an isomorphism.
To see this, first notice that since F is constant
paths, p has unique path-lifting, i.e., the map
2: F’L

Fx,-

Y’

along

(5)

given by evaluation at 0 and composition
with p, z = (et),, p’), is an
isomorphism. Now Y is connected and locally connected, so by a result of
[MW],
Y’ +C Y x Y is an open surjection. The kernel pair of Y’ -+’ Y x Y
can be identified with
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where u is the restriction along the composite of two edges of Sd and z?is
the restriction to the other edge. Since open surjections are coequalizers of
their kernel pairs [M2. Sect. 1.31, we obtain a stable coequalizer
y-.r 2
I’
and hence by pullback
F

x

,

y-.j

Y’-

Yx Y,

(6)

a (stable) coequaiizer
2

1”

Fx,.Y’*Fx~yx

y)gFx

y.

(7)

where u’ and v’ are induced by u and r. Moreover, p has unique path-lifting
in the sense that (5) is an isomorphism, and from this it follows that in the
diagram

first that j: is an isomorphism. and then by simple connectedness of Y that
/I is an isomorphism;
here fl and y are given by evaluation at the vertex 0
and composition with p, like x is, and the horizontal maps in (8) are given
by restriction. Now consider the diagram
F’-’

P
I

--;

F’

2
I

Fx,.p-l-FxJ-

-

FxF

I X,’
I

(9)

FxY.

The bottom row is the coequalizer (7) and the top row is a coequalizer of
the same type as (6). Since ti and 1 are isomorphisms,
so is 1 xp. This
proves the lemma. 1

4. HOMOTOPY

GROUPOIDS

For any given topos 8, Joyal and Tierney have constructed a continuous
groupoid G (i.e., a groupoid in the category of spaces) such that 8 is
equivalent to the category of G-sheaves, or etaie G-spaces (see [JT]). The
purpose of this section is to show that such a groupoid can be realized as
a groupoid of homotopy classesof paths in some space.
To begin with, let I be the unit interval as before, and define a space A
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to be totally disconnected if the map A + A’, transposed to the projection,
is an isomorphism of spaces. A map Y +f X of spaces is said to be totally
disconnected if Y is totally disconnected as a space in the topos S(X) of
sheaves over X---or equivalently, if

1
y’2

1
x’

is a pullback of spaces (this equivalence follows immediately from Lemma
3.3). The class of totally disconnected maps is stable under composition,
and under pullback along an arbitrary map of spaces.
Next, we call a map c: Y -+ X connected if it is orthogonal to the class of
totally disconnected maps, in the sense that for any solid commutative
square
Y-B

F
x’ t
,’
i 8'
I
X-A

<

(2)

with t totally disconnected, there exists a unique diagonal filling X --+B.
The class of connected maps is closed under composition (but not under
pullback).
It is not true in general that a given map can be factored as a connected
map followed by a totally disconnected one, but if it can then such a
factorization is unique (up to isomorphism), as is clear from the unique
lifting property expressed by diagram (2). In particular, a map which is
both connected and totally disconnected is an isomorphism.
A space X is called path-connected if the map X + 1 and the evaluation
at the endpoints E: X’ 4 Xx X are both open surjections. A map Y -+“X is
called path-connected if Y is path-connected as a space in S(X); that is,
j‘ is an open surjection, as is the map Y{,,., + Y xx Y induced by
E: Y’ + Y x Y, where Yi,vi is the path-space relative to X, constructed as the
pullback

I
I
Y’ - l’ xi.

(3)

For example, every connected locally connected map is path-connected
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[MW].
The class of path-connected
pullback.
4.1.

LEMMA.

GROUPOIDS

maps

(i ) Ezjer>, path-connecred
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is obviously

stable

under

map is cormected.

(ii) If for a space X the map X + 1 cut2 be ,fhctored as X + A 4 1
bi,here X + A is path-connected and A is totall>! disconr~ected. then

is a coequalker

(i.e., A is “the” spuce

of path-components

of X).

Proof: (i) By change of base, it is enough to prove that every pathconnected space is connected. So let X be path-connected.
We have to
show that every map from X into a totally disconnected space A is
constant. Since an open surjection is a coequalizer of its kernel pair [M2],
is a
we have a coequalizer Xx X 3 A+ 1, and hence since X+XxX
surjection, a coequalizer

c, being the evaluation at the endpoint i. But if X +’ A is a map into a
totally disconnected space, then clearly .f’- E” =,f 6,. and therefore -f’ is
constant.
(ii) Let X+ A -+ 1 be a factorization
with X+ A path-connected.
Then X[,, + Xx,X
is an open surjection, where A’:,) is the relative
exponential as in (3) so as in part (i) we have a coequalizer
GA, ZX-+A
(of the same type as (4), with A as the base now). But if A is moreover
totally disconnected, then clearly X:,,, = X’, and (ii) is proved.
1
On the basis of this lemma, we introduce the following notation: if
Y --+‘A is a map which can be factored as a totally disconnected map
following a path-connected map, we say that n,( Y/X) exists, and use it to
denote the unique space for which there is a diagram

(5)
with p path-connected and t totally disconnected; rc,,(Y/X) is the space of
path-components of Y relative to X.
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We also wish to point out that as a consequence of 4.1(i), the concept
of connected map introduced in this section coincides with that of SGA4
when one restricts ones attention to locally connected maps. Thus, there is
no conflict with our earlier use, as, e.g., in Theorem 2.1. We state this
explicitly as a lemma.
4.2. LEMMA.
Let Y -+‘X he a locally connected rnup qf spaces.Thenf is
connected if and only if the pullback ,functor ,f * ,fronl .sheuueson X to sheaoes
on Y is jitlly faithful.
Proof. ( = ) By [MW],
follows from 4.1(i).

Y +I X is path-connected; so this direction

( * ) Supposef is locally connected, and connected in the sensedefined
in this section. By taking the set of components (relative to A’), we may
factor ,f as Y ++< E +p X where c* is fully faithful and p is ktale, in the
usual sense. c is also locally connected, so c must be connected by the
direction ( G ) just proved. Since p 0c = f is also connected by assumption,
p is connected as well as totally disconnected, hence an isomorphism. 1
Let us now go back to the context of the previous section. Let X be a
space, and let P c X’ be a class of paths which is closed under the normal
operations of composition, inversion, and reparametrization of paths, and
moreover contains all the constant paths (i.e., A+ X’ factors through P).
Let P +’ Xx X be the evaluation at the endpoints.
4.3. PROPOSITION.
!f no( P/X x X) e.yists, then x0( P/Xx X) + Xx X has
the structure of a continuous groupoid, usith operations induced from the
usual operations ?f composition and imersion sf paths in P. This groupoid is
culled the homotop~ groupoid associatedto P.
Proof: Suppose P -k y no(P/X x X) --f “O.ilI Xx x’ is a factorization of c
into a path-connected map q and a totally disconnected map (a,, ir,). For
brevity, we write x0 for no(P, Xx X) in the remainder of the proof. Consider the solid diagram
PXP

,,p

where m is composition of paths. Since q x,~ q is path-connected (being the
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product (over X) of two path-connected maps), there exists a unique map
riz making the diagram commute. tiz defines an operation of composition on
71”.Inversion is similarly defined, and the unit is of course the composition
Xq P + II,,, X 4 P being the inclusion of constant paths into P. It is not
hard to check that no is a groupoid under these operations. For instance,
the usual reparametrization shows that the two maps in ~(nz x 1) and
nz(1 x m) are homotopic, and hence that they induce one and the samemap
710x y 710x y TL,)-+ 710,because homotopic maps into a totally disconnected
space (over Xr X in this case) must be equal. Therefore nil is an associative
operation
,,I,I * nr)
Px.,Px.yP
I

:

,?,I,,IYI )

P
I

Notice that Lemma 4.1 (ii) expressesthat 7r,, is constructed by taking
homotopy classes,relative to the endpoints, of paths in P.
Let A 33 X be any continuous groupoid. So X is the space of objects,
A is the spih of arrows, c7()and (7, are domain and codomain, and we are
further given a composition operation A x,~A --+A, a unit X+ A, and an
inversion A -+ .4. An action of such a groupoid on a sheaf S over X, i.e., an
ttale map S + X, is a map S x ,\ A -+ S (pullback along 2, ) satisfying the
usual identities.
If P c X’ is a class of paths in a space X, closed under composition and
inversion and containing all the constant paths, it obviously still makes
senseto speak of an action of P on a sheaf S -+ X, even though composition in P is not strictly associative and there are no strict inverses or identities. Before stating the next lemma, we define a class P c X’ to be closed
under restriction if the composition map X’x I’+ X’ maps P x I’ into P.
4.4. LEMMA.
Let P c X’ be a class of paths which is closed under
composition, inversion, reparametrkation, and contains all constant paths.
Suppose,moreover, that the homotopy groupoid rcO(P/X x X) -+ Xx X e.uists
(cf: 4.3). Let S -+ X he a sheaj
(i) There is a bijective correspondencebetbceenactions c?f‘P on S and
actions of the associated homotopy groupoid on S.
(ii) If P is closed under restriction, then S can be equipped with a
(necessarily unique) action by P if and onl~l (f‘s is constant along the paths
in P (as defined in Section 3 ).
Proof: (i) Let Zso(Xx S. S x X)

be the subspace of isomorphisms
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contained in the exponential (S x X)(” x ” of sheavesover Xx X. As a space
over Xx X, this is a subspaceof a product of discrete spaces,hence totally
disconnected. Lso(X x S, S x X) + Xx X defines a groupoid with X as space
of objects. An action of P on S is a homomorphism (in the obvious
sense of preserving the operations involved) of P into the groupoid
Zso(Xx S, S x X). Such a homomorphism factors uniquely through
no = n,(P/Xx X), since P + no is path-connected by assumption, hence
connected by 4.1(ii).
(ii) If S is constant along paths in P, there is an obvious unique
action of P on S. Conversely, suppose P acts on .Y. If I +’ X is a path in
P, then

defines an isomorphism S,,,, xZ3cr*(S),
where p,:Z+Z
is the map
,LL~(T)
= tr. Applying this to the generic path defined over P (viz. the evaluation P x I+ X), we see that S is constant along paths in P. i
The result assertedin the opening lines of this section now follows from
Theorem 3.2. In the following theorem, X, and P are the sameas Sections
2 and 3.
4.5. THEOREM.
Let & be a topos. There exists a space X, and a class
PC 2’;. of paths in X, such t;lat the homotopy groupoid associated to P
exists, and B is equivalent to the category of‘sheaveson X, equipped with an
action of this homotopy groupoid.
Proof. P and X, are constructed as before. Consider the commutative
diagram where the left-hand square is a pullback, and d is the diagonal.

We get a factorization
P-tA+X,,xX&,
where A = (cpx cp)#(d). We prove first that A = nJP/X,

x X,),

i.e., that

TOPOSES

P a A is path-connected
the latter, we have:

AS HOMOTOPY
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and that A + X, x X, is locally disconnected.

4.6. LEMMA.
For any topos 8 the diagonal 6’ +’
totally> disconnected.

For

6 x 6 is spatial und

Proof: If 8 classifies a geometric theory T, then R x R classifies the
theory of a pair of models of T. Let (M, N) E 6 x 6’ be the generic such pair.
As a topos over G x 8, (5i+ ’ 8 x 6 classifies isomorphisms
from M to N.
So if Zso.(M, N) denotes the subspace of the function space N:” in B x &
consisting of T-model isomorphisms,
then 8 Y (8 x f;)[lso.(M,
N)]. So 6
is spatial over t” x 8 (as was already pointed out in [JT] ), and totally
disconnected because Nhf is clearly a totally disconnected space in 8 x 6.
and hence so is any subspace of N,“. This proves the lemma.
Continuing with the proof of the theorem, we conclude that A is totally
disconnected over X, x X,, being the pullback of the totally disconnected
map d-+dxW.
Next, P + A is path-connected. In fact, we claim that A is a deformation
retract of P. To see this, notice that we have equivalences
&[E(G)‘]

$[E(G)

4P

1
x E(G)] 4

1
A.

where E is evaluation at the endpoints. But inside 6, E(G)’ __tFE(G) x E(G)
has a section H, and H,JE is homotopic to the identity because E(G) is
contractible. (Explicitly, the map K: E(G)’ x I -+ E(G)’ defined in point-set
notation by K(cr, t)(s) = H(cc(s), H(cc(O), c(( l))(s))(t)
defines a homotopy
between H c E and the identity. It is easy to check from this explicit description of K that E(G)‘+
E(G) x E(G) is path-connected.)
The theorem now follows by applying Lemma 4.4 to Theorem 3.1, since
P obviously has the required closure properties.
1
In [JT], one constructs a continuous groipoid Xx, X =: X from any
open surjection from a space X onto a topos 6. such that G is equivalent
to the category of sheaves on X equipped with an action of this groupoid.
We should remark that our homotopy
groupoid coincides with the
groupoid constructed by this method from [JT] for the special case of the
cover X, -+ 8, as is clear from the construction.
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